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In 1997 the Bulgarian authority  (ATSA) requested an  Airspace Model Simulation study for the airspace
controlled by Sofia and Varna air traffic control centres. This simulation was conducted during 1998 using
the EUROCONTROL RAMS simulator tool.
The assessment of a new sectorisation plan led to a better balanced workload on the different control
positions for which capacity values were calculated.
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This report describes a simulation study conducted on the Bulgarian airspace
using the EUROCONTROL RAMS simulator tool, on behalf of the Bulgarian
National ATC Administration (ATSA).

The objectives of the study were to examine the effects of a relocation of the
two Bulgarian control centres, Sofia and Varna, into a combined one with
subsequently new sector layouts and redefinition of different control positions.

The assessment of sector capacities, especially for use in the CFMU in
Brussels, was a very important aspect of this study as well.

The simulation was split into two different organisations:

• Organisation $ simulated the sector layout and route-network as in use in
1997/98, by running four different exercises using an actual 1997 traffic
sample and one exercise using the enhanced traffic sample one (1997
traffic +31%).

• Organisation %�simulated the reorganised sector and route-network layout
with the future traffic sample running six different exercises.

The actual traffic sample was delivered by ATSA, dating from the third of
August 1997.

The future traffic sample, as well prepared by ATSA, consisted of the actual
traffic sample increased by 31%, representing the approximate traffic level
forecast for the year 2005.

Each exercise simulated all control sectors in Sofia UAC / ACC as well as in
Varna UAC / ACC, which totalled up each time to seven control sectors in
organisation A and seven, five or three control sectors for organisation B.The
airspace controlled by the two control centres extended from top of TMA’s or
from ground up to FL660. At the very beginning of the simulation it was decided
not to simulate Sofia, Varna and Burgos TMA, as well as to simulate only
Tactical and Planner positions.
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�� *HQHUDO�GHVFULSWLRQ�RI�WKH�VWXG\

����,QWURGXFWLRQ

Following the request of the Bulgarian ATC administration (ATSA) the
simulation users group decided in late 1997 to task the EEC subsection AMS
with the execution of a simulation of the Bulgarian airspace as controlled by the
two Bulgarian control centres in Sofia and Varna.

The EUROCONTROL task number F27 was assigned to this project which was
carried out at the EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre in Brétigny-sur Orge,
France.

An initial meeting took place at the ATSA headquarters in Sofia on the 10th and
11th February 1998 to discuss and define the outlines for the upcoming
simulation. Three further meetings took place at the EEC in Brétigny during the
course of the simulation. First to keep up to date the representatives of the
Bulgarian administration on the ongoing different simulation runs, as well as to
define and validate step by step and as needed, the specifications for the
different exercises to be run.

Having accomplished the simulation successfully, the results were presented to
the Bulgarian administration at the ATSA Headquarters in Sofa, on the 19th of
January 1999.
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The main objectives of the study were as follows:

• To define capacity figures for all sectors simulated, for use in the CFMU
Brussels within the framework of EATCHIP.

• To assess the effect of the merger of the two Bulgarian control centres Sofia
and Varna including in parallel the redesign of control sectors and the
enroute-network.

• To verify the increase of workload on the control positions concerned, when
re-routings of GAT flights are necessary due to activation of danger areas
(cloud shooting areas North and South).

• To assess the impact on controller workload during certain military activities,
which implied geographical and vertical trajectory modifications.

• To test the existing sector route-network layout in view of future traffic
demands.
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�� 6LPXODWHG�RUJDQLVDWLRQV

Two principal organisations, A and B, were simulated.

In total eleven simulation exercises using 1997 and future (2005) traffic levels
have been executed.

The airspace simulated in all exercises included each time the en-route sectors
in lower and upper airspace of the two Bulgarian control centres Sofia and
Varna. During the initial meeting in Sofia it was agreed to exclude any TMA
airspace like Sofia, Varna or Burgos from the simulation scenario.

����2UJDQLVDWLRQ�$

This organisation simulated five different exercises using the sectorisation with
a split at FL 340 and the route-network layout as being in use in  1997/98.

The first four exercises used the traffic sample (1311 flights) representing the
traffic levels from August 1997.

• Exercise (BULA1) was the first one of the cycle simulating seven sectors as
being in use in the two control centres.

• Exercise BULA1DN took into account the same conditions, except that the
activation of the danger areas north were simulated.

• Exercise BULA1DS simulated the activation of the danger areas in the
southern part of Bulgaria.

• Exercise BULA1M finally in the series of the first four exercises took account
of the repercussion of military activity (activation of all TSA’s).

• The fifth exercise (BULA3) simulated the environment as in exercise BULA1
but processing the future traffic sample (1720 flights).
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The major difference in this organisation against organisation A was the
complete new structure of all Bulgarian control sectors.

All sectors changed especially in the lateral dimensions. In fact six different
exercises were run.

• Exercise (BULB1) simulated a total of seven control sectors using the future
traffic sample (actual +31%) with a vertical split at FL360.

• Exercise BULB1D was based on the same sector configuration as BULB1
but implementing simultaneously the danger areas North and South.

• Exercise (BULB2) simulated only five control sectors as a result of the
suppression of the two upper sectors. The remaining sectors in Sofia control
centre were SS, SN and SE, while in Varna control centre two sectors WW
and WE were remaining.

• Than BULB2D simulated, in using the same layout as BULB2, the
simultaneous activation of the danger areas North and South.

• Following the four basic exercises the working group decided to test in
another exercise (BULB1W2) the effects of the suppression of Varna upper
sector (WU) by delegating its whole airspace to Varna West sector (WW).
This exercise was especially dedicated to find out which repercussions
would be noticed in the balancing of workload for the remaining two sectors
in Varna centre, when the upper sector was suppressed.

• The last exercise in the organisation B simulated again the suppression of
the upper sectors in both control centres but in addition the merger of Sofia
north (SN) and south (SS) into Sofia west (SW) and the merger of all Varna
sectors into only one (WT). As a result of this operation only three sectors
were simulated in this exercise.
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Exercise BULA1 was considered as reference exercise to validate the
performance of the RAMS simulator tool and to provide a yardstick against
which the proposed changes in the following scenarios could be compared. This
exercise simulated the route-network and sector configuration as in use during
the period from which the traffic sample was taken (August 1997).

Taking account of the layout in the Sofia control centre, four sectors were
simulated. Lower west (SLE) extending from ground or from top of the Sofia
TMA (FL245) up to FL 340 and on top of it from FL340 up to FL660 the Sofia
upper west sector (SUW). Adjacent to those the Sofia lower east (SLE) from
ground to FL 340 and on top the Sofia upper east (SUE) extending from FL340
up to FL660.

In view of Varna control centre three sector have been simulated. Varna lower
west (WLW) from ground or from top of the Varna and Burgos TMA’s (FL175) to
FL340 and on top of it Varna upper west (WUW) from FL340 up to FL660.On its
eastern side is situated the Varna east sector (WE) which is extending from
ground up to FL660 with the exception in the western part where it is limited to
FL340. On top of this limited part WUW is controlling from FL340 up to FL660.

All existing TMA's such as Sofia, Varna and Burgos were not simulated.

6HFWRULVDWLRQ�DQG�PDLQ�URXWHV�XVHG�LQ�RUJDQLVDWLRQ�$

ORZHU�DLUVSDFH
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The map on this page shows the sectorisation in the upper airspace as
simulated in all exercises of organisation A. All exercises simulated the same
sectorisation and the same vertical split at FL340. The only difference in regard
to exercise BULA1 was the introduction of either danger areas North or South
or the implementation of military areas. Coupled to this special exercises was
the creation of routes to circumnavigate those areas.

6HFWRULVDWLRQ�DQG�PDLQ�URXWHV�LQ�RUJDQLVDWLRQ�$

XSSHU�DLUVSDFH
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The schema below shows the sectorisation used in all exercises for
organisation A. It shows especially the sectorisation in Varna ACC/UAC since it
can more easily recognised from an aside view.

Intentionally it shows no danger or military areas.
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Exercise BULA1DN simulated exactly the same sector layout and traffic sample
as exercise BULA1 but took into account the activity of the northern danger
areas LBD 5,6,7 and 8 all extending from ground up to FL310.

For this reason all flights requesting in their flight-plan a cruising level at or
below FL310 and therefore passing through those above-mentioned areas, had
to be re-routed or reset to a higher cruising level. This had of course
repercussions on the main traffic flows passing through Bulgaria. Flights were
therefore re-routed or where possible in view of performances set to a different
FL. Out of 1311 flights from the reference traffic sample 139 flights were subject
either to a re-routing or a change of requested FL. Only the control sectors in
Sofia ACC/UAC were affected by these measures.

The simulation map below shows especially the danger areas (white lines) in
the northern part of simulated airspace within the Sofia ACC.

6LPXODWLRQ�PDS�H[HUFLVH�%8/$�'1
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Exercise BULA1DS was run under the same conditions as exercise BULA1,
except that here the southern danger areas LBD 1,2,3,4,9 and10 were active.
The necessity of the re-routing or a FL change for certain flows of traffic
occurred here again. The vertical dimensions of the danger areas were the
same than those in the north: up to FL310 incl. 186 flights were concerned by
those measures and again only the control sectors in Sofia ACC/UAC were
affected.

Due to their activation many flights had to be re-routed and therefore new
routes have been used. I.e. instead of standard route KAL-SOF-PDV-RAD
flights were forced to use KAL-ROMEO-DEVIN-RAD which means a detour of
about 30nm for each flight concerned.

The simulation map below shows the danger areas in the southern part of
Bulgaria (white lines).

6LPXODWLRQ�PDS�H[HUFLVH�%8/$�'6
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Exercise BULA1M used the same environment and sector layout as exercise
BULA1 with the exception that for simulation purposes five military zones were
activated. They were TAS1, 2, 3, 4 and 5. These reserved military training areas
(like TRA’s) were located geographically only within the sectors of Sofia ACC
and UAC. The Varna ACC/UAC was not concerned by this activity. In simulating
those TSA’s certain level bands were blocked for civil use so flights had to be
re-routed or to be reset at different levels taking into account their
performances.

• In the TSA1 area (between BLO-OSTOV) the airspace from GND up to
FL260 as well as the airspace from FL400 to FL660 was blocked for civil
use.

• In the TSA2 area (between GOL-SOMOV, GOL-ANTOV and vice versa) the
airspace above FL270 was blocked for GAT flights.

• In the TSA3 area (between BLO-GOL) the airspace from GND up to FL220
was blocked.

• In the TSA4 areas (between CCO-ROMEO (TSA4), RODOP-VELIN
(TSA4a) and VADEN-PDV-TANGO (TSA4b) as well the entire airspace from
GND up to FL220 was blocked.

• Finally with the TSA5 area activated (between VELBA-WAK) all flights had
to be re-routed via VELBA-ROMEO-BLO regardless of their FL.

In total 33 flights in this exercise were concerned by the different measures.

The map below shows the TSA areas (displayed as white circles) as simulated.

6LPXODWLRQ�PDS�H[HUFLVH�%8/$�0
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Exercise BULA3 used  the same environment and sector layout as the
reference exercise (BULA1). The only difference was the use of the future traffic
sample (1997 + 31% = 1720 flights).

The map on this page has been directly imported from the RAMS simulator. It
shows sectorisation and routes but especially all buffer zones established
around the simulated area. They buffers are created for all exercises to enable
the simulation tool to take correctly account of every task which has to be
recorded for the planning or tactical controller before a flight will enter or after a
flight has left  the simulated area.

6LPXODWLRQ�PDS�H[HUFLVH�%8/$�
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������([HUFLVH�%8/%�

Exercise BULB1� was the first one to simulate the modified layout of all
Bulgarian en-route control sectors. The total number of sectors remained the
same (seven) but the horizontal and vertical dimensions were different from
those in the exercises of organisation A.

The major change for the two control centres concerned were:

• In Sofia control centre the change from two lower sectors to three and the
switch from two upper sectors to only one. The vertical split between lower
and upper airspace was set at FL360.

• The Varna control centre remained unchanged with three sectors but here
as well the vertical split between lower and upper was set at FL360.

6HFWRULVDWLRQ�DQG�PDLQ�URXWHV�XVHG�LQ�RUJDQLVDWLRQ�%�H[HUFLVH�%8/%�

ORZHU�DLUVSDFH
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6HFWRULVDWLRQ�DQG�PDLQ�URXWHV�LQ�RUJDQLVDWLRQ�%�H[HUFLVH�%8/%�

XSSHU�DLUVSDFH
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The map below presents an aside view of the airspace as simulated in

 exercise BULB1.

6FKHPD�RI�WKH�DLUVSDFH�GLYLVLRQ�IRU�RUJDQLVDWLRQ�%�H[HUFLVH�%8/%�
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Exercise BULB1D�was similar to BULB1 but took into account that all danger
areas North and South were activated simultaneously. It was run to measure
the impact of the blockage of all airspace concerned like simulated in
organisation A with the exercises BULA1DN and BULA1DS.

The map below shows the danger areas north and south (white lines).

������������������6HFWRU�OD\RXW�IRU�H[HUFLVH�%8/%�'��RQO\�ORZHU�DLUVSDFH�
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Exercise BULB2� took into account the same layout as B1 except the fact that
the upper sectors in Sofia and Varna were suppressed and therefore the five
remaining en-route sectors were extending from top of TMA’s or ground up to
FL660.

6FKHPD�RI�WKH�DLUVSDFH�GLYLVLRQ�IRU�H[HUFLVH�%8/%�

������([HUFLVH�%8/%�'

Exercise BULB2D�was simulating again all danger areas. The upper sectors
were suppressed, therefore only the five remaining en-route control sectors
were measured.
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Exercise BULB1W2�concerned only the Varna control centre. It simulated the
suppression of the Varna upper sector (WU) and the take-over of its duties by
the Varna West sector (WW), while the Varna East sector (WE) remained
unchanged in his dimensions, controlling from GND up to FL360.

The schema of the airspace design for this exercises can be seen on the
drawing below.

6FKHPD�RI�WKH�DLUVSDFH�GLYLVLRQ�IRU�H[HUFLVH�%8/%�:�
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In order to fully use the efficiency of the fast time simulation� process the
BULB2T3� exercise was decided when the simulation process was nearly
finished. The findings of this supplementary exercise are therefore shown in this
report at the end of all results obtained for the other exercises.

It simulated a completely new layout for Sofia and Varna centres. The upper
sectors in Sofia (SU) and Varna (WU) were suppressed and in addition Sofia
north (SN) and south sector (SS) were merged into SW, so that the whole Sofia
centre consisted of only two sectors (SW and SE) reaching from GND/top of
TMA up to FL660. In Varna centre all sectors were merged into only one (WT)
reaching from GND/top of TMA’s to FL660. Therefore the exercise simulated
only three sectors for the whole Bulgarian airspace.

6FKHPD�RI�WKH�DLUVSDFH�GLYLVLRQ�IRU�H[HUFLVH�%8/%�7�
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Summary table of the two organisations and subsequent exercises:

25*� (;(5&,6( 75$)),& 6(&7256

VLPXODWHG

63/,7 5287(�
1(7:25.

$ BULA1 1997 SLW-SUW
SLE-SUE
WLW-WUW-WE

FL340 Actual 1997

$ BULADN 1997 SLW-SUW
SLE-SUE
WLW-WUW-WE

FL340
Actual 1997
+ danger areas
north
+ re-routing

$ BULADS 1997 SLW-SUW
SLE-SUE
WLW-WUW-WE

FL340
Actual 1997
+ danger areas
south
+ re-routing

$ BULAM 1997 SLW-SUW
SLE-SUE
WLW-WUW-WE

FL340
Actual 1997
+ military. areas
+ re-routing

$ BULA3 1997+30% SLW-SUW
SLE-SUE
WLW-WUW-WE

FL340 Actual 1997

% BULB1 1997+30%
QHZ�VHFWRULVDWLRQ

SN-SE-SS-SU
WE-WW-WU

FL360 Actual 1997
modified

% BULB1D 1997+30%

QHZ�VHFWRULVDWLRQ

SN-SE-SS-SU
WE-WW-WU FL360

Actual 1997
modified
+ danger areas
north and  south
+ re-routing

% BULB1W2 1997+30%
RQO\��9DUQD

WE-WW
no
upper
sector

Actual 1997
modified

% BULB2 1997+30%
QHZ�VHFWRULVDWLRQ

SN-SE-SS
WE-WW

no
upper
sector

Actual 1997
modified

% BULB2D 1997+30%
QHZ�VHFWRULVDWLRQ

SN-SE-SS
WE-WW

no
upper
sector

Actual 1997
modified
+ danger areas
north and south
+ re-routing

% BULB2T3 1997+30%
QHZ�VHFWRULVDWLRQ

SW-SE-WT
no
upper
sector

Actual 1997
modified
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���7UDIILF�VDPSOHV

The traffic sample to be simulated is one of the most important items for the run
of a simulation. It is chosen to represent the major traffic flows in the simulated
area on a busy day. Since the participating national members of the working
group know their traffic at its best, it is therefore up to them to select and deliver
representative traffic sample(s).

�����5HIHUHQFH�WUDIILF�VDPSOH

The sample provided by ATSA to EUROCONTROL was a 24-hour sample from
the third of August 1997. It consisted of 1360 flights including all over-flights and
all domestic flights within the Bulgarian airspace, except the ones flying purely
within TMA’s. The traffic sample had been analysed at the EEC and for specific
simulation reasons, with the agreement of the national experts of Bulgaria, it
was finally set to a total of 1311 flights. The 49 flights subtracted from it were
those ones, which appeared in the simulated airspace in the first and last half-
hour of this day. Since the activity in regard to a certain flight doesn’t begin or
stop exactly at the time of entry or exit of the simulated airspace, certain task for
those flights couldn't be registered correctly, because the happened the day
before or thereafter.

A breakdown on the traffic sample showed that:

• 88% (1158 flights) were pure over-flights and

• 11% (147 flights) were flights departing or landing in Sofia,Varna or Burgos
to or from aerodromes outside of Bulgaria and

• 1% (16 flights) were Bulgarian domestic flights.

The above mentioned can be seen on the graphic next page.

�����)XWXUH�WUDIILF�VDPSOH

This traffic sample was as well delivered by ATSA.

As basis the reference traffic sample from August 1997 was taken and a 31%
increase = 409 flights was added. This increase was based on Air Traffic
Statistics and Forecasts –DED4. SATFOR and validated with local sources in
Bulgaria (ATSA).

The enhanced traffic sample contained a total of 1720 flights.
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A breakdown of the enhanced traffic sample showed that:

• 90% (1542 flights) were transiting flights

• 9% (159 flights) were flights departing or landing in Sofia,Varna or Burgos to
or from aerodromes outside of Bulgaria. The remaining rest of

• 1% (19 flights) were Bulgarian domestic flights.

As it can be seen on the bar-chart below the proportion of different types of
traffic remained nearly unchanged from the original to the future traffic sample.
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The following illustration shows, by using a one hour sliding window, the
number of entries into Bulgarian airspace over the 24-hour period for the
reference traffic sample (lower part of the corresponding bar) and above the
number of flights which have been added to simulate the future traffic levels
(upper part of the respective bar). On top of each bar the total number of flights
is shown representing the enhanced traffic sample used for all simulation runs
from exercise BULA3 onward.

It clearly indicates several peaks in the evolution of traffic. From the early
morning peak a fallback to medium traffic levels followed by an increase up to
around noon, can be observed. Thereafter again a drop followed by an increase
in the later evening hours.
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The graphic below shows the number of entries into Bulgarian airspace over the
different entry points used in the F27 simulation deriving from the reference
traffic sample.

These are in most of the cases the route points as depicted on ATS routes (i.e.
LAMBI) but sometimes for the sake of the simulation points artificially created
(i.e. MOKLOM which is artificial point between LOMOS and MOKRU).

As it can be seen easily the major traffic flows for the Sofia control centre are
northwest-southeast and vice versa as well as north-south and vice versa..

For the Varna control centre it is obvious that the main traffic flows are as well
northwest-southeast and vice versa  and likewise north-south and vice versa.

For the future traffic sample no proportional change could be observed,
therefore no special chart has been made up.
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The first bar-chart below shows by using a one hour sliding window, the number
of entries into the four Sofia sectors during the 24hrs period in regard to the
actual traffic sample (1311 flights).
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The following chart shows the same for the future traffic sample(1720 flights).
To be mentioned is that in exercise BULB1 despite the same number of control
sectors the vertical split was set at FL360 and three lower and one upper sector
were executing air traffic control in Sofia centre.
It should be noted that there was no entry into SU sector between 0000h and
0100h .
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By using the same technique as on the page before the first bar chart below
shows the evolution of entries into the Varna sectors for the actual traffic
sample in exercise BULA1.
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The chart below shows a similar development for the future traffic sample as
used in organisation B. It should also be kept in mind that a new sectorisation
layout is used for all exercises in this organisation and the vertical split was set
at FL360.
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���$LUFUDIW�SHUIRUPDQFHV
The RAMS simulator tool recognises more than 200 different types of aircraft.
The different aircraft types are grouped into 55 categories of aircraft
performance.

Detailed data on cruising speed, climb speed, descent speed, rate of climb and
rate of decent in each different level band are available for each category of
aircraft. Minimum and maximum levels acceptable for the specific type of
aircraft are taken into consideration as well.

The basic data used in here have derived from previous simulations, airline-
operating practices and particular characteristics observed by operational
controllers in different simulated areas.

The aircraft performance data are used to build up the requested and the final
profile of each aircraft within the simulated airspace. Detailed information on the
performance tables used in this simulation study may be obtained from the
EUROCONTROL Experimental Centre, sub-division AMS.

In the table below you will find as an example the performances used for the
most common aircraft type, a Boeing 737 (series 200/300/400). This type is
described in the simulator as a medium aircraft type belonging to the internal
performance category 10.

/HYHO�EDQG &OLPE
UDWH

'HVFHQW
UDWH

&OLPE
VSHHG

&UXLVH
VSHHG

'HVFHQW
VSHHG

GND-105 2400 1500 230 240 200

105-145 2000 1500 290 300 290

145-195 1800 2100 360 380 320

195-295 1600 2200 410 425 390

295-999 1000 2100 410 430 420

It should be noted that the values above present only the average performance
of a certain aircraft type.

The simulator cannot take into consideration for example the different
performance used by certain companies as laid down in their internal regulation,
the different meteorological condition, as well as it is unknown which type of
engine the aircraft is equipped with.
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The RAMS simulator tool analyses the progress of each simulated flight as it
transits the simulated area in order to detect the ATC action deemed necessary
by the simulated control position to pass the flight through the airspace in
respect of the regulations to be observed. In determining these ATC actions the
simulator is capable of identifying and recording many different ATC task.

For the F27 simulation all  the tasks were grouped into five main categories:

• Flight data management tasks.

• Co-ordination tasks.

• Conflict search tasks.

• R/T tasks.

• RADAR tasks.

The above mentioned task groups were evaluated by the F27 working group.

Tasks, especially those which are shared between the tactical and planning
controller, were supplied by the experts from ATSA.

All tasks are assigned to the appropriate working position simulated (tactical or
planning controller). During the second working group meeting the execution
times for all task being used, were defined. Specific tasks were added where
deemed necessary.

Experience gained from the run of more than thirty fast time simulations by the
AMS group shows that it is sometimes difficult to clearly attach certain types of
tasks exactly to one working position. Contributing to this are the different
technical systems in use in Europe but as well the working practices used in
different control centres. For this reason it has to be noted that in some cases
the tasks do not absolutely clearly distinguish between the work performed by
the co-ordinator or the radar controller. For example the task Nr. 301 (R/T task)
used in this simulation involves both parties, the R/T for the radar controller but
as well the part of the co-ordinator who crosschecks the received R/T message
against the items printed in the flight progress strip (task 301b). Therefore
everything summed up in the total sector workload under R/T tasks (see page
42) is containing as well at a low percentage of the workload for the co-ordinator
who normally is not involved in the R/T business itself.

The full set of task specification is included in the appendix nr.1 to this report.
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���3RVLWLRQV�VLPXODWHG
In all exercises the following controller positions were simulated:

• Tactical controller TC (Radar Controller)

• Planning controller PC (Co-ordinator)

It was agreed at the beginning of the simulation that neither control positions in
regard to TMA’s nor any flight data position would be simulated.
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���6LPXODWLRQ�UHVXOWV
The following pages present and explain the major results achieved with the
RAMS simulation tool for the F27 – Bulgarian simulation.

They are mostly established in form of bar charts giving the results found for
each sector simulated in all exercises run.

The main results concern:

• Distribution of peak periods

• Distribution of traffic

• Distribution of workload

To maintain readability the charts are set up in the same way first for
organisation A and thereafter for organisation B. The results for the two centres
Sofia and Varna are separated from each other to avoid that to many data are
shown on one single bar-chart.

It is very important while reading the results to keep in mind that since the
values for a certain sector in regard to all exercises are placed side by side they
are not always directly comparable. The results are shown for the peak period
of a sector in regard to workload and not in view of number of flights. Therefore
it might happen that a sector is more loaded with a lesser number of flights. This
clearly indicates that the complexity in a sector is rising i.e. due to activation of
military areas or danger areas but as well due to a different composition of the
traffic with for instance more vertical movements and therefore eventually more
conflict situations.
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The tables on the following pages contain all major results found in the different
exercises of the two organisations.

Since the main goal for the F27 simulation was to find the capacity values for
the different sectors within the proposed new sectorisation, only the
combination of findings in regard to number of flights and associated workload
enables the RAMS simulator to  calculate capacity figures.

Therefore the tables shown hereafter will develop for:

• 2UJ��$��Peak three-hour periods found in exercise BULA1 and BULA3 for all
sectors in the Sofia and Varna control centre.

• 2UJ�� $�  Number of flights during peak hour for each sector in exercise
BULA1, BULA1DN, BULA1DS, BULA1M and BULA3 for the Sofia control
centre.

• 2UJ�� $  Percentage workload for the radar controller in exercise BULA1,
BULA1DN, BULA1DS, BULA1M and BULA3 for the Sofia control centre.

• 2UJ�� $. Number of flights during peak hour for each sector in exercise
BULA1, BULA1DN, BULA1DS, BULA1M and BULA3 for the Varna control
centre.

• 2UJ�� $  Percentage workload for the radar controller in exercise BULA1,
BULA1DN, BULA1DS, BULA1M, and BULA3 for the Varna control centre.

• 2UJ�� $�Breakdown in workload categories comparing the total (24 hours)
working time in the Sofia and Varna control centre for exercises BULA1
against BULA3

and for
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• 2UJ��%  Peak three-hour periods found in exercise BULB1, BULB1D, BULB2
and BULB2D for all sectors in Sofia and Varna control centre.

• 2UJ�� % Number of flights during peak hour for each sector in exercise
BULB1, BULB1D, BULB2 and BULB2D for all sectors in the Sofia control
centre.

• 2UJ�� %  Percentage workload for the radar controller in exercise BULB1,
BULB1D, BULB2 and BULB2D for all sectors in the Sofia control centre.

• 2UJ�� % Number of flights during peak hour for each sector in exercise
BULB1, BULB1D, BULB1W2, BULB2 and BULB2D for all sectors the Varna
control centre.

• 2UJ�� %  Percentage workload for the radar controller in exercise BULB1,
BULB1D, BULB1W2, BULB2 and BULB2D for all sectors in the Varna
control centre.

• 2UJ��%�Number of flights during peak hour for the three remaining sectors in
exercise BULBT3

• 2UJ��%��Percentage workload for the radar controller in the above mentioned
exercise.
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The charts below show the peak three hour periods in regard to radar controller
workload, found by RAMS for the different exercises and sectors.
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It can be seen that the peak periods in certain sectors are varying by a
maximum of 1:50 h like for the Sofia lower west (SLW) sector. With the
exception of SLW sector all the other sectors show a difference of one hour or
less.
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�����1XPEHU�RI�IOLJKWV�SHU�VHFWRU�6RILD�FHQWUH�RUJ��$

The bar-chart below shows the number of flights entering the four sectors in
Sofia control centre as simulated in organisation A. This number is fairly equal
in the first four exercises. A slight difference is to be observed in sector SLE due
to the fact that this sector is mostly concerned by re-routing of the traffic when
the danger areas north or south are activated or when military activity is
simulated like in exercise BULAM. To be mentioned is as well the big difference
between lower and upper sectors.

The change from reference traffic sample used in exercise BULA1 to the future
traffic sample used in exercise BULA3 brought an important rise in traffic figures
for all sectors simulated.
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The following table shows the percentage of workload registered for the radar
controller positions in Sofia control centre for all five exercises in org A. The
values present the percentage workload within the busiest three-hour period.
They are based on the different duration of each task specified by the national
Bulgarian experts, taken into account for the flights penetrating the sector
during this time. The amount of time spend by the co-ordinator position is not
taken into account.

To be mentioned is the higher amount of workload in exercises BULA1DN and
BULA1DS generated for the SLE sector when the danger areas North or South
are active. In addition the simulation of the future traffic sample in exercise
BULA3 pushed the workload in most of the sectors to much more higher levels.
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The table below shows that for the three Varna control sectors simulated in
organisation A the number of flights in the peak three hour period remained
nearly unchanged with the first four exercises. Exceptions from  this trend are
again to be noticed for exercise BULA3 where the future level of traffic was
simulated. In addition a certain imbalance, especially in comparison upper and
lower sectors, exists. To be mentioned as well is the unbalanced situation
between WLW and WE sectors in the Varna control centre. But since the
simulation itself is only a momentary picture of a certain traffic situation this
might change rapidly for different reasons i.e. more over-flights or more flights
climbing or descending out of or in to Bulgarian airports.
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The following bar-chart shows that the Varna control sectors were just
moderately loaded, with the exception of WE sector where the workload might
be considered as very low. First raison is the low amount of traffic in absolute
figures, here specially valid for the upper sector, but as well the fact that Varna
is not at all influenced when the danger areas in the western part of Bulgaria are
active.

But as well for the Varna control centre like for Sofia, the introduction of the
future traffic sample resulted in a reasonable rise of workload in all sectors. In
WLW the increase was 35%, in WUW 25% and in WE 27% whereby the
absolute figure for WE sector remained at a low value.
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To illustrate the difference concerning the total amount of working time
(including radar and co-ordinator working position) found in different traffic
situations the table below shows the total working time accumulated during a
whole day for the Sofia and Varna control centre (including all simulated
positions) by comparing the reference traffic sample against the future one.

The sector and route-network layout as in exercise BULA1 and BULA3 was
simulated.

In detail the increase of working time from actual to future traffic sample (+31%)
for the five different groups of tasks in Sofia control centre was:

CS (conflict search tasks) 36%
COORD (co-ordination tasks) 24%
FDM (flight data management tasks) 32%
RT (radio telephony tasks) 25%
RADAR (radar tasks) 72%

In Varna control centre the increase was:

CS (conflict search tasks) 41%
COORD (co-ordination tasks) 58%
FDM (flight data management tasks) 33%
RT (radio telephony tasks) 18%
RADAR (radar tasks) 100%

Total working time per centre within 24 hours
comparing actual and future traffic sample
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The charts below show the peak three hour periods for different exercises in
organisation B. Despite of the suppression of upper sectors in Sofia and Varna
control centre they vary only slightly. The only exception is Sofia SN sector
which differs by nearly seven hours from exercises BULB1 to BULB1D.
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The table below illustrates the number of flights entering the control sectors in
Sofia control centre for the relevant exercises in organisation B. It should be
noted that this organisation is dealing only with the future traffic sample (1720
flights). Important as well is the fact that in Sofia control centre four or
depending on the exercise, three redefined control sectors were simulated. It
should as well be noted that only the comparison of exercise BULB1 against
BULB2 or BULB1D versus BULB2D gives the right impression of the change
occurring in the sector due to the suppression of the upper sector.
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The table below shows the workload for the radar controller within the
reorganised layout for the Sofia control centre. It should be noted that the sharp
rise in the amount of workload in exercise BULB2 was mainly the result of the
suppression of the upper sector in Sofia control centre. The same is valid for
exercise  BULB2D but in addition here the danger areas north and south were
active. But as well the activation of danger areas in exercises BULB1D and
BULB2D shows a remarkable increase of workload in the concerned sectors.
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The table below shows the number of flights entering the three respectively two
redefined Varna control sectors, depending on the different exercises carried
out in organisation B.

Of course here again the suppression of the upper Varna sector in exercises
BUL1W2, BULB2 and BULB2D increased the number of flights within the
remaining sectors to a much higher level.

To be kept in mind is as well that exercise BULB1W2 was set up only in regard
to Varna control centre to simulate the suppression of WU sector and the take-
over of its tasks by WW sector.
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�������3HUFHQWDJH�ZRUNORDG�9DUQD�FHQWUH�RUJ��%

The table below shows the percentage workload of the radar controller for all
Varna control sectors. It takes into account the reorganisation of the Varna
control sectors for all five exercises in organisation B. To be noticed here again
is that the activation of the danger areas had nearly no influence on any Varna
control position. The increase in workload is here as well based on the
suppression of the upper sector as simulated for exercise BULB2 and BULB2D.
On its own should be seen the results for exercise BULB1W2 because of the
special sectorisation as explained already in the section of the different
organisations.
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�����1XPEHU�RI�IOLJKWV�SHU�VHFWRU�H[HUFLVH�%8/%�7�

As already mentioned exercise BULB2T3 was the last one of organisation B. It
was carried out to test the effect of an all-over reorganisation of the airspace
controlled by Sofia and Varna ACC/UAC. Therefore Sofia centre was redefined
as a two sector airspace both extending from ground up to FL660 while all
Varna sectors were combined into only one as well extending from ground to
FL660. As it can be seen from the bar-chart below the distribution of traffic is
nearly perfect, but the pure amount of entries during three hours is very high as
well as the size of the sectors should be recognised.
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The resulting workload from this very balanced traffic situation is mirrored below
but the remarks from above have to be stressed again.

Radar controller workload during peakperiod
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  ������&RPSDULVRQ�%8/%��±�%8/%�'

In showing the bar-charts below the intention is to give a more precise insight
view of the workload which has to be assumed by a sector in simulating
different working conditions. Here, in regard to exercise BULB1, the sector
layout of the SE sector in Sofia control centre is simulated with no constraints in
regard to any extra activity. In changing to exercise BULB1D where the danger
areas north and south are active simultaneously the dramatic change in
workload is obvious. The fact that in regard to exercise BULB1 seven more
flights (five %) cross the sector within the three hour period is of minor
importance, but the activation of danger areas forces the RT workload to rise by
42% and increases the radar activity by 14%. Especially the increase of RT
work is based on the fact that all flights which are likely, due to their profile, to
enter a danger area, are subject to lengthy and time consuming re-clearances.
To summarise: the activation of danger areas increases the workload by 21%
despite of the fact that the traffic increase is only 5%.
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        ���'HWHUPLQDWLRQ�RI�FDSDFLW\
The following section will concentrate on the main target of the F27 simulation-
the definition of capacity figures for each sector simulated.

Proposed organisation B and here specially exercise BULB1 was simulated to
determine the sector capacity of all sectors in the Sofia or Varna control centre
to enable the delivery of values  for use in the CFMU.

���� ����7HFKQLTXH�XVHG

The capacity estimation technique used in RAMS is based upon the theory that
ATC capacity can be defined as the maximum number of aircraft that can enter
a particular control sector in a specified period, while still permitting an
acceptable level of controller workload. This controller workload level is known
as the heavy load threshold (HLT).

The following technique is applied in respect of each sector simulated:

• simulate a sufficiently large traffic sample for the area of interest in order to
permit the generation of a suitable number of distinct traffic / workload
relationships

The figure above illustrates how a sample Traffic / Workload relationship might
be generated.
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• make an average assessment for the three main levels of controller
workload (moderate, heavy and severe), with the provision that ultra high
and ultra low are excluded so that there are no distortion effects and that the
width of each loading band is sufficient to allow for for variance due to
conflict load effects

• identify a formula to suit the relationship between traffic loading and
controller workload
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• apply this formula to estimate the average traffic loading that would
represent the defined heavy load threshold (HLT).

1RWH��

The use of workload estimates from a model based simulation relies on the fact
that the model is calibrated sufficiently well to give reasonable assessment of
workload and that the defined HLT is suitable for that calibration.

In modelling, the determination of qualitative values (heavy load, severe load
etc.) from quantitative values (numbers) is, of necessity, a function of the
realism or fidelity of the particular model to that of the real world environment
being simulated appropriately factored by experience gained from previous
simulations or in the field. The thresholds used by the RAMS simulator tool are
based upon those applied by the EUROCONTROL ATC CAPACITY Analyser
(CAPAN) which in turn have been validated by several real-time studies.

1RWH��

It is stressed that the national Bulgarian administration (ATSA) is solely
responsible for the issue of declared capacity values in respect of its sectors. It
is obvious therefore that the values presented and / or discussed in this
document should, under no circumstances, be taken as being declared capacity
figures.
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���  &DSDFLW\�ILJXUHV�GHULYLQJ�IURP�H[HUFLVH�%8/%�

The bar-chart below shows the capacity figures achieved for all sectors
simulated in organisation BULB1. The working group decided that any capacity
figures given to the CFMU in Brussels should be based on a sector layout as
been simulated in the above mentioned organisation. In addition the values
below where considered acceptably balanced and as well providing a certain
buffer in view of further rising of traffic figures.
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It is very important to keep in mind that the capacity values shown above and
on the next page are based on a 70% threshold (HLT) for each sector.
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�����&DSDFLW\�ILJXUHV�RQ�GLIIHUHQW�H[HUFLVHV

The three different bar-charts below show the capacity values achieved as a
result from very different sectorisation layouts for the Bulgarian airspace.

The top left one is the same as described on the page before. To show the
varies possibilities it is here compared once against a sectorisation as in
exercise BULB2 (no upper sectors) and once with a sectorisation as simulated
in exercise BULB2T3 (only three sectors in total for the whole of the Bulgarian
airspace).

Generally it could be concluded that in combining sometimes several sectors
into only one largely increases the capacity figure for this new sector. But it
should be kept in mind that this could be as well a trap because in combining
two sectors with a capacity each of i.e. 45 (90) and getting a figure of 52 for the
new one means in effect that a capacity of 38 has been lost.
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���&RQFOXVLRQV
After detailed analysis of all the exercises simulated, the working group for the
F-27 study proposed to the Bulgarian administration (ATSA) that:

7KH�DLUVSDFH�FRQILJXUDWLRQ�VLPXODWHG�LQ�H[HUFLVH�%8/%��ZRXOG�

• SURYLGH�WKH�RSWLPXP�VROXWLRQ�WR�KDQGOH�WKH�LQFUHDVLQJ�WUDIILF
GHPDQG�RQ�%XOJDULDQ�DLUVSDFH�DQG�ZRXOG�DOVR

• DOORZ�WKH�FDSDFLW\�RI�WKH�DLUVSDFH�WR�EH�LQFUHDVHG�
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$SSHQGL[��

7$6.6�)25�6,08/$7,21�)��

7DVN�GHVFULSWLRQ ([HFXWLRQ�WLPH��VHFRQGV�

7DVN

15�

)OLJKW�GDWD�PDQDJHPHQW 3ODQQLQJ
FRQWUROOHU

7DFWLFDO
FRQWUROOHU

9DUQD 6RILD 9DUQD 6RILD

100 Manipulation of FDM screen including

activation of strip printing system 15" *** *** ***

101

101a

Receipt of strips (Sofia)

-« - (Varna)

***

10''

10"

***

***

***

***

***

102

102a

Removal of strips (Sofia)

-« - ( Varna)

***

5''

5"

***

***

***

***

***

103

103a

Handover of electronic strips (Sofia)

-« - (Varna)

***

5"

5"

***

***

***

***

***

103b

103c

Receipt handover electr. strips (Varna)

-« - (Sofia)

5"

***

***

5"

***

***

***

***

104

104a

Handover of track (Sofia)

-« - (Varna)

***

***

***

***

***

5"

5"

***
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104b

104c

104bis

Receipt handover of track (Sofia)

-« - (Varna)

Termination of track

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

5"

***

3"

5"

5''

105

105a

105b

Termination of FPL (Sofia)

-« - (Varna to nonsim)

-« - (Varna to BGTMA)

***

***

***

***

***

***

***

5"

5"

3"

***

***

106 Termination of track *** *** 5" 3"

107 Updating of strips before sector exit 5" 5" *** ***
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&RQIOLFW�VHDUFK 3ODQQLQJ�FRQWUROOHU 7DFWLFDO�FRQWUROOHU

7DVN

15� 9DUQD 6RILD 9DUQD 6RILD

200

200a

Conflict search to establish initial
clearance upon receiving strips

-"-

20"

***

***

10

***

***

***

***

201

201a

Conflict search to establish a
sector exit clearance

-"-

***

***

***

***

***

4’’

4’’

***

202 Conflict search before issuing a
new clearance

5" 5" 4" 4"

203

203a

Monitoring of a flight passing the
sector

-"-

***

2"

***

2"

 3"

***

3"

***
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5�7�WDVNV

Tasks described below include when necessary the
updating of strips

3ODQQLQJ
FRQWUROOHU

7DFWLFDO
FRQWUROOHU

7DVN

15� 9DUQD 6RILD 9DUQD 6RILD

300 First call from an ac entering the first
sector of an ACC (nonsim-sim)

3" 6" 20" 20"

301

301b

First call from an ac entering the next
sector of the same ACC, or changing
from Sofia to Varna or vv

-"-

***

1"

***

1"

7"

***

7"

***

302

302b

Report from an ac of passing or
reaching a specified level

-"-

1"

***

1"

***

***

7"

***

7"

303

303a

Instruction to comply with a new
clearance (level change, start climb or
descent)

-"-

4"

***

4"

***

***

15"

***

15"

304

304b

Last message to a flight leaving the
current sector

-"-

4"

***

4"

***

***

10’’

***

10’’

305 Special instructions to flights entering
the sector when cloud shooting is active

*** 4" *** 30"

306

Special instruction to flights to or from

LBSFdue to activation of danger areas

(this task will, when used, replace the

task 300)

*** 5" *** 30"

… the tasks 305 and 306 will only be used in connection with those exercises where the danger
areas are activated.

… the task 305 is triggered when a flight passes a certain nav aid. The total number of those nav
aids needs a corresponding number of tasks. Therefor the task 305 was actually subset from 305
up to 305q as there were 18 artificial nav aids created, to register the task for the correct sector
and flight.
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&R�RUGLQDWLRQV 3ODQQLQJ
FRQWUROOHU

3ODQQLQJ
FRQWUROOHU

7DVN

15� 9DUQD 6RILD

400

  400a

TX of an inter sector co-ordination

RX of an inter sector co-ordination

(in regard to time or level change)

15"

15"

15"

15"

401 TX or RX of an inter center co-ordination
(to/from a non sim center)

20"

Simferop.

35"

20"

Athens

 35"

402 TX of a special co-ordinations to mil. units
when vectoring ac

20" 20"

403 RX of co-ordination from BGTMA for
departures form LBBG

10" ***

403a-g

TX of co-ordination for all inbounds to
different airports passing:

MATEX, TAREX, GOLEX, TANEX,

TAREN, SAMEN or DWNEN
10" 10"

404 TX and RX of an inter centre co-ordination
(Sofia-Varna or vice versa)

15" 15"

405 RX of an approval request for

LGKL and LGTS dep’s

*** 7"

406

406a

TX of co-ordination for a flight

crossing a sector boundary in vertical
movement

RX of the above

10"

5"

10"

5"
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&RQIOLFW�UHVROXWLRQ�E\�UDGDU�LQWHUYHQWLRQ 3ODQQLQJ
FRQWUROOHU

7DFWLFDO
FRQWUROOHU

7DVN

15�

9DUQD�DQG
6RILD

9DUQD�DQG
6RILD

500 Two ac, same direction, stable 6" 65"’

501 Two ac, same direction, one ↑ or ↓ 6 " 65"

502 Two ac, same direction, both ↑ or ↓ 6" 65"

503 Two ac, crossing tracks, stable 6" 67"

504 Two ac, crossing tracks, one ↑ or ↓ 6" 67"

505 Two ac, crossing tracks, both ↑ or ↓ 6" 67"

506 Two ac, opposite track, stable 6" 74"

507 Two ac, opposite track, one ↑ or ↓ 6" 74"

508 Two ac, opposite track, both ↑ or ↓ 6" 74"
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$SSHQGL[��

The image below shows a typical flight profile from the F27 simulation. As
already mentioned, over-flights are forming the major part of air traffic in
Bulgaria at any given instant. The example presented here is a flight from KJFK
to LTBA and entering the Sofia upper sector at KAL cruising at FL370. Since it
has to be transferred to Istambul at FL290, THY582 starts its descent shortly
after passing PDV to be at level at RAD. For this reason it is handed over from
Sofia upper sector (SU) to Sofia east (SE) before finally at RAD it is transfered
to Istambul ACC.

)���%8/*$5,$1�$,563$&(�6,08/$7,21

7\SLFDO�IOLJKW�SURILOH���([HUFLVH�%8/%�
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,VWDPEXO8,5�),5
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The image below shows the aside view of the development of the flight as
described in detail on the following pages. Since DOLIN is located exactly at the
boundary between SN and SE and ANTOV at the one between SE and WW
those two navigational aids have, for better readability, been offset slightly from
there real position.
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The following pages show the recording of ATC tasks for a typical flight in F27
simulation exercise BULB1.

The flight selected here is a domestic flight from Sofia to Burgas. It has been
chosen due to the fact that it passes first from one control centre to another and
it is on the beginning and at the end in vertical movement. In addition it passes
through three different control sectors, leaving aside the two approach parts.

Flight details:

call-sign: LAZ362

dep. a/d: LBSF

arr a/d: LBBG

a/c type: B737

entry FL: 170

requ. FL: 290

exit FL: 170

([SODQDWLRQV�

�7,0(� recorded time for the particular task

�)/,*+7 flight identification

�(9(17����������short version of task description�����

�326,7,21� either planning or tactical (radar) controller

�6(&725�� sector concerned

�'(7$,/6 task duration (in seconds) and corresponding task number
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�7,0(�����)/,*+7���(9(17��������������� �326,7,21� �6(&725�� �'(7$,/6

05:09:00 LAZ362   RxFlightProgressStrip PlanContr SN*   10 Task101

05:09:00 LAZ362   Rxelecstrip           PlanContr SN    5 Task103c

05:09:40 LAZ362   CFSEstablSecEntClear PlanContr SN   10 Task200

05:10:00 LAZ362   *2/(1�                &UXLVH������� ���������

05:11:00 LAZ362   Rxhandovertrack      TactContr SN    3 Task104c

05:11:00 LAZ362   *2/�                  &UXLVH�������� ���������

05:11:00 LAZ362   Rx1stCall             PlanContr SN    1 Task301

05:11:00 LAZ362   Rx1stCall             TactContr SN    7 Task301b

05:11:00 LAZ362   TxNewFL          PlanContr SN    4 Task303

05:11:00 LAZ362   TxNewFL            TactContr SN   15 Task303

05:11:30 LAZ362   CFSEstablSecExClear   TactContr SN    4 Task201

05:12:23 LAZ362   #PB (performance band)         &OLPE��������� ������������

05:13:00 LAZ362   MonitorPassingFlights PlanContr SN    2 Task203a

05:13:00 LAZ362   MonitorPassingFlights TactContr SN    3 Task203

05:15:31 LAZ362   Txcoordclimbdescent   TactContr SN    10 Task406

05:15:31 LAZ362   handoverelecstrip    PlanContr SN    5 Task103

05:15:31 LAZ362   Handoveroftrack      TactContr SN    5 Task104

05:15:51 LAZ362   TxChangeFrequency  PlanContr SN    4 Task304

05:15:51 LAZ362   TxChangeFrequency TactContr SN   10 Task304b

05:17:31 LAZ362   stripupdate           PlanContr SN    5 Task107

05:18:01 LAZ362   RemFPStrip           PlanContr SN    5 Task102

05:15:52 LAZ362   #HO (handover)     SN >> SE      &OLPE��������� ������������

05:17:31 LAZ362   #SP(sector pierce)   SN >> SE  &OLPE�������� � ������������

�61� �6RILD�QRUWK�VHFWRU
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�7,0(�����)/,*+7���(9(17��������������� �326,7,21� �6(&725�� �'(7$,/6

05:15:31 LAZ362   RxFlightProgressStrip PlanContr SE*    10 Task101

05:15:31 LAZ362   Rxcoordclimbdescent   TactContr SE     5 Task406a

05:15:31 LAZ362   Rxelecstrip           PlanContr SE     5 Task103c

05:16:11 LAZ362   CFSEstablSecEntClear PlanContr SE    10 Task200

05:17:20 LAZ362   '2/,1               &OLPE�� ������������

05:17:31 LAZ362   Rxhandovertrack      TactContr SE     3 Task104b

05:17:31 LAZ362   Rx1stCall            PlanContr SE     1 Task301

05:17:31 LAZ362   Rx1stCall             TactContr SE     7 Task301b

05:18:01 LAZ362   CFSEstablSecExClear  TactContr SE     4 Task201

05:18:19 LAZ362   RxFlReachedReport      PlanContr SE     1 Task302

05:18:19 LAZ362   RxFlReachedReport      TactContr SE     7 Task302b

05:19:31 LAZ362   MonitPassFlight      PlanContr SE     2 Task203a

05:19:31 LAZ362   MonitPassFlight      TactContr SE     3 Task203

05:20:08 LAZ362   *51                   &UXLVH��������� ���������

05:21:15 LAZ362   TxNewFL               PlanContr SE     4 Task303

05:21:15 LAZ362   TxNewFL               TactContr SE    15 Task303a

05:21:20 LAZ362   #EOCR (end of cruise)        'HVFHQW�������� �������������

05:21:31 LAZ362   handoverelecstrip     PlanContr SE     5 Task103

05:21:49 LAZ362   termoftrack           TactContr SE     5 Task104bis

05:21:49 LAZ362   Txcoordclimbdescent   TactContr SE     10 Task406

05:22:09 LAZ362   TxChangeFrequency  PlanContr SE     4 Task304

05:22:09 LAZ362   TxChangeFrequency   TactContr SE    10 Task304b

05:22:10 LAZ362   #HO     SE >> WW      'HVFHQW�������� �������������

05:22:40 LAZ362   terminationFPL        TactContr SE     5 Task105

05:23:49 LAZ362   stripupdate           PlanContr SE     5 Task107

05:24:19 LAZ362   RemFPStrip            PlanContr SE     5 Task102

05:23:49 LAZ362   #SP     SE >> WW      'HVFHQW�������� �������������

�6( �6RILD�HDVW�VHFWRU
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�7,0(�����)/,*+7���(9(17��������������� �326,7,21� �6(&725�� �'(7$,/6

05:23:49 LAZ362   $1729�                'HVFHQW�������� �������������

05:21:49 LAZ362   RxFlightProgressStrip PlanContr WW*   10 Task101a

05:21:49 LAZ362   Rxcoordclimbdescent   TactContr WW     5 Task406a

05:24:49 LAZ362   Rxelecstrip           PlanContr WW     2 Task103b

05:23:49 LAZ362   Rx1stCall             PlanContr WW     1 Task301

05:23:49 LAZ362   Rx1stCall             TactContr WW     7 Task301b

05:22:29 LAZ362   CFSEstablSecEnClear  PlanContr WW    20 Task200a

05:24:19 LAZ362   CFSEstablSecExClear  TactContr WW     4 Task201a

05:25:49 LAZ362   MonPassFlight         PlanContr WW     2 Task203a

05:25:49 LAZ362   MonPassFlight         TactContr WW     3 Task203

05:26:00 LAZ362   #PB (performance band)        'HVFHQW�������� �������������

05:27:08 LAZ362   #CR (cruise)                  &UXLVH��������� ���������

05:27:08 LAZ362   RxFlReachedRep        PlanContr WW     1 Task302

05:27:08 LAZ362   RxFlReachedRep        TactContr WW     7 Task302b

05:27:08 LAZ362   7$5*2�                &UXLVH��������� ���������

05:27:33 LAZ362   TxChangeFrequency   PlanContr WW     4 Task304a

05:27:33 LAZ362   TxChangeFrequency   TactContr WW    10 Task304b

05:29:13 LAZ362   #SX (sector exit)                  &UXLVH��������� ���������

05:29:13 LAZ362   stripupdate           PlanContr WW    5 Task107

05:29:13 LAZ362   terminationFPL        TactContr WW     5 Task105b

05:29:39 LAZ362   7$5(;%�               &UXLVH��������� ���������

05:29:43 LAZ362   RemFPStrip            PlanContr WW     5 Task102a

* :: �9DUQD�ZHVW�VHFWRU
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Any supplementary information about the simulation may be obtained from the
ATSA Headquarters in Sofia or the ATM Operational & Simulation Expertise
group (OPS) at the Experimental Centre in Brétigny, France.

The author wants to express his thanks and gratitude for
the help and assistance given to him by Mr. Blajev and
Mr. Krastev both members of ATSA Headquarters in
Sofia, in the preparation and execution of the study.


